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TO THE

CITIZHHSrS OF
OE HaSTEIEUD

THE

TO\Ansr

Because of the downturn in the economy and high
unenployment,
the Board of Selectmen and the
Budget
Committee have tried to keep the 1992 budget to a minimum.
The proposed operating budget for 1992 is 4.2% less than
last year. CVer $270,000 was cut from the original budget
*to make this reduction.
The budget allows for merit step
increases but provides no cost of living raises for Town
enployees.
We feel that this is a "bare bones" budget and
we ask for your support.

One area where expenses have increased dramatically is
welfare.
In an effort to contain this cost we adopted a new
policy that requires able bodied persons to pay back their
welfare debts by assisting Town departments. So far the
policy is working very well and the welfare budget seems to
have stabilized.

Although state and federal grants are scarce, the Town
of Enfield received three grants in 1991. The Office of
State Planning approved two Comominity Development Block
Grants,
$127,000 for an affordable housing project and
The Governor's Energy
$9,500 for a feasibility study.
Office provided $5,150 to conduct technical energy audits of
Town buildings.
Twin
The Affordable housing project is underway.
Pines Housing Trust is in the process of purchasing and
The
rehabilitating four properties containing eight units.
feasibility study, coirpleted at year's end, enables the Town
The Town will
to apply for additional funding in 1992.
and
apply
for $485,800 to inprove the water supply
distribution system. The energy audits were coirpleted and
an application to inplement energy conservation measures
will be considered when funding is available. Every effort
will be made to continue to seek other sources for project
funding.

Several articles appear on this year s warrant asking
These
you to approve additional ironey for special items.
items include a new bridge on Pillsbury Street for $420,000,
and a new six-wheeler truck with plow equipnent for $60,000.
an
The Pillsbury Street Bridge is needed to provide
The truck is
alternate in-town route across the river.
needed to replace an early 1970 rrolel. Both of these items
would be paid by issuing bonds or notes, so payments would
be spread out over several years. The Selectmen realize
However, we
that these items represent a major expense.
feel that the Town could incur an even greater expense in
the future if we delay purchase.
'

Another money item for you to consider is whether the
The
Town should adopt one of three recycling options.
a
Recycling Committee recommended these options after
thorough year- long study. The Selectmen are in favor of
recycling and support this effort.
the Railroad has given the Town the
In addition,
opportunity to purchase land currently under lease by the
Town.
The purchase price of land under the Union Street
A separate
Fire Station is incorporated in the budget.
warrant is presented for your consideration to purchase the
land on Main Street, commonly known as the " flagpole and
parking lot "
The cost of each parcel is estimated at
.

$6,000.

Certainly the most exciting event of 1991 was the
police/municipal
beginning of construction on our new
facility.
This new facility will be a great iirprovement
over the undersized old police station in Whitney Hall.
needed
Also the new facility will contain some much
municipal office space and a meeting room. Your support for
this facility is sincerely appreciated.

Upcoming this year will be a switch to twice annual
billing of taxes. The billing will take place in May and
November.
Payment will be due 30 days later. The purpose
in changing our billing practice is to reduce the amount of
money the Town borrows to pay bills due before tax money is
collected at the end of the year. Like everyone else, the
Town must pay interest on the borrowed money.
Twice-peryear billing will reduce the need for borrowing and thus the
amount paid in interest.

The Selectmen would like to acknowledge the hard work
and dedication of our Town errployees. Also, the Selectmen
would like to thank all the members of the various boards
who volunteer their time in service to their community.
They receive little reward for all the time and energy
invested.

Sincerely,

C.

James Martel

>$;)^_J2^^' C>X:5-e>
Donald J. Crate

Nickolas M. Loupis
Enfield Board of Selectmen
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BUILDING INSPECTOR
632-4067

PLANNING BOARD:
Administrator
632-4067

J^ISED

Tuesday & Wednesday

8-1 PM

TOV>71sr

-'

CDFFICEI^S

PERMZ^NENT POLICE OFFICERS:

Chief Peter H. Giese
Sergeant Jane Carpenter
Richard A. Crate Jr.
Michael Whitcomb
Scott Thoirpson
Terai Ejqjires

SPECIAL OFFICERS:

Vernon L. Bond Jr.
Kevin Copp
Douglas Dutile
Ronald Hill
James A. MacKenzie
Jonathan E. Putnam
George Shadowens
Earl Smith
Paul Stoner
Glenn Taylor
Antonio D. White

1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992
1992

SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST:

Barbara McKinley
Beverly McKinley
Robert Hewitt

1992
1994
1996

CONSERVATION CCMMISSION:
Robert Hewitt
Cecilia Auferio
Leonard Johnston
Donald Daniels
Craig Sanborn
Sarah Snow
C. James Martel, Ex-Officio
Katharine Riley, alternate
Henry Brown III, alternate
Donald Tobin, alternate
Steven Plumley, alternate

1992
1992
1993
1993
1994
1994
1992
1992
1993
1993
1994
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LIBRARIAN:
Marjorie A. Carr

LIBRARY ASSISTANT:
Catherine A. Russi
Terra

ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
Harry Auger
Keith Irwin
Gerry Stark
Bertrand Gilbert
Theron Chase, resigned 8/14/91
Austin Kovacs, alternate
Nancy Scovner, alternate
Donald J. Crate, Selectmen's Representative

Expires

1992
1992
1993
1994
1994
1992
1992
1992

TOWN HISTORIAN:
Marjorie A. Carr
CEMETERY AGENT:
Mark Houston
FIRE WARDS:

David J. Crate
Donald A. Crate
Donald J. Crate

1992
1993
1994

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS FROyi ENFIELD:

Mark Parker
Nancy Scovner

1992
1994

REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL COURT:
Patricia Berry Brown
C. Dana Christy
David M. Scanlon

1992
1992
1992
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GRAFTOIST S S .
-

TCWaOSI

OF

EUSTFIEUZ)

To the inhabitants of the Town of Enfield in the County
Grafton qualified to vote in town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Enfield
School on Tuesday, March 10, 1992 at 10:00 a.m.
Articles 1 through 23.

of

Elementary
to act on

Polls will open at 10:CX) a.m. and close at 8:00 p.m.
The business portion of the meeting to act on Articles 4
through 23 will be held at 7:00 p.m., Tuesday, March 10,
1992.

Article

1.

To choose by ballot to serve for:

Six years:

One Supervisor of Checklist

Three years:

One Selectman
One Library Trustee
Three Recreation Commission Members
One Trustee of Trust Funds
One Fire Ward
One Tax Collector
Two Zoning Board of Adjustment
Members

Two years:

One Zoning Board of Adjustment
Member
One Supervisor of Checklist
One Moderator
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Pursuant to a petition of
Article 2.
percent of the legal voters:

not

less

Are you in favor of increasing the Board of
to five (5) members?
Yes

No

[]

than

2

Selectmen

[]

Article 3. Amendment 5. Are you in favor of the adoption
of the amendment to the existing Town Zoning Ordinance as
presented to the Selectmen on December 2, 1991 by petition
of 25 or more legal voters? Amendment is as follows:

Are you in favor of the adoption of an amendment to
the Town of Enfield Zoning Ordinance that would repeal
the amendment adopted on 13 March 1990 and the
amendments adopted on 12 March 1991. The effect would
be to return to the Land Use and
Conservation
Ordinance as it existed prior to 13 March 1990,
dividing the Town into two zones, a conservation zone
with regulations and the remainder without zoning
regulations
The Planning Board does not support this amendment.
Yes

r

No

1

r

1

Article 4.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of four hundred twenty thousand dollars
($420,000) for the purpose of replacing the Pillsbury Street
Bridge,
contingent upon the additional receipt of funding
from the state and/or federal govemment(s) and to fund
such appropriations by authorizing the borrowing of a sum
not to exceed $420,000 in the name of the Town by the
issuance of serial notes or bonds, in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and
amendments thereto; and further, to authorize the Selectmen
to determine the time and place of payment and rate of
interest of such notes or bonds and to take such other
action as may be necessary to effect their issuance and
sale.
(2/3 paper ballot passage required, polls must be
open a minimum of one (1) hour.) [Estiinated tax ijipact of
$0.29 per $1,000 valuation, beginning year after bond issue
The
and decreasing each year, over a period of 10 years.]
Budget Committee recommends passage of this article.
,
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Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sura of $2,341,553 which represents the
bottom line of the posted budget (MS- 7) as recoraraended by
the Budget Corarnittee, exclusive of Special Warrant Articles
4,

6,

1,

8,

9,

10,

11.

Article 6.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of sixty thousand dollars ($60,000) for
the purchase of a six-wheeler truck, with plow equipment, and
to fund such appropriations by authorizing the borrowing of
a sum not to exceed $60,000 in the name of the Town by the
issuance of serial notes or bonds, in accordance with the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and
amendments thereto; and further, to authorize the Selectmen
to determine the time and place of payment and rate of
interest of such notes or bonds and to take such other
action as may be necessary to effect their issuance and
sale.
[Estimated tax
(2/3 paper ballot passage required.)
inpact of $0.09 per $1,000 valuation, beginning in 1993 for
a period of 3 years
The Budget Committee recommends
passage of this article.
.

]

Article 7.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of twenty-eight thousand six hundred
dollars ($28,600) for the purpose of inplementing Option A
of the recycling proposals. This option will provide 26
weeks of curbs ide recycling in addition to the current
weekly solid waste collection. Thus, weekly curbside solid
waste collection would continue and bi-weekly curbside
recycling would be added. Recycling bins included at an
estijnated cost of seven thousand one hundred
dollars
($7,100). [EstijTiated tax inpact $0.12 per $1,000 valuation.]
The Budget Committee does not recommend passage of this
article.
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To see if the Town will vote to raise and
Article 8.
appropriate the sura of twelve thousand five hundred dollars
for the purpose of irtplementing Option B of the
($12,500)
recycling proposals. This option will provide 12 weeks of
curbside recycling and 40 weeks of the current weekly solid
waste collection. Thus, once per month curbside recycling
pick-up would be substituted for a regular solid waste
collection day. Recycling bins are included at an estimated
($7,100).
cost of seven thousand one hundred dollars
The
[Estimated tax irtpact $0.05 per $1,000 valuation.]
Budget Conmittee does not recommend passage of this article.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and
Article 9.
appropriate the sum of two thousand eight hundred dollars
for the purpose of intplementing Option C of the
($2,800)
This option will provide two (2)
recycling proposals.
in
corapartraentalized containers at the Transfer Station,
addition to the current weekly solid waste collection.
The
[Estimated tax inpact of $0.01 per $1,000 valuation.]
Budget Committee recommends passage of this article.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and
Article 10.
appropriate the sum of six thousand dollars ($6,000) for the
purpose of purchasing a parcel of land from the Boston and
Maine Corporation and the Northern Railroad located on Main
Street.
The parcel is approximately 5,205 square feet and
is commonly known as the "flagpole and municipal parking
lot." [Estimated tax inpact of $0.02 per $1,000 valuation.]
The Budget Committee does not recommend passage of this
article.

Article 11. Pursuant to a petition of (25) twenty-five
more legal voters:

or

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of five thousand five hundred dollars ($5,500)
to be used by the Enfield Conservation Commission for
the purpose of evaluating and mapping those areas in
the Town with very poorly drained soils (wetlands)
which may be eventually designated as Prime Wetlands
by a vote of the Town.
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Article 12. Pursuant to a petition of (25) twenty-five
irore legal voters:

or

To see if the Town will vote to appropriate to the
Conservation Fund, as per RSA 79-A-24-II, the Town's
yearly collection of the current use tax. As per RSA
36 -A: 5,
such funds, by a vote of the majority of the
Conservation
Commission,
shall
be
spent
on
conservation projects. Prior to the use of such funds
for the purchase of any interest in real property, the
Conservation Commission shall hold a public hearing
with notice in accordance with RSA 675:7.

Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue and
relinquish all interests of the Town therein, in accordance
with RSA 231:43; a portion of Old Route 10 (also known as
Old Stoney Brook Road) beginning approximately 60 feet from
the southwesterly comer of the Lois Devins residence;
thence running in a northwesterly direction, with a width of
approximately 50 feet, a distance of 990 feet, more or less,
to the boundary line of the State of New Hairpshire right-ofway for Interstate 89. Subject to the conditions that State
Street Realty enters into an agreement with the Board of
Selectmen to indemnify and hold the Town harmless from any
damage claims which may arise out of the discontinuance and
that State Street Realty constructs a "turn-around" at the
new
terminus
of the road in accordance
with
Town
specifications and to the satisfaction of the Board of
Selectmen and conveys the same to the Town.

Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to act as the franchising authority under
RSA 53-c, to grant, review, amend or rescind for cause
franchises for the installation and operation of cable
television systems in accordance with the provisions of RSA
Chapter 53-c, within the geographic limits of the Town.

Article 15.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the
provisions of RSA 149-1 Sewers, and reaffirro the authority
of the Board of Selectmen to exercise all the powers
contained therein.
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Article 16. Pursuant to a petition of (25) twenty-five
legal voters:

or

iiKDre

To see if the Town of Enfield will vote to designate
Shaker Boulevard as a Scenic Road. We understand that
any repair, maintenance, reconstruction or paving work
done on a Scenic Road shall not involve or include the
circumferences
cutting or reiroval of trees with
greater than fifteen inches at a point four feet from
the ground, or the tearing down or destruction of
stone walls, or portions thereof, except with the
prior written consent of the Planning Board, or any
other municipal body designated by the meeting to
inplement the provisions of this subdivision.

Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of personal property,
This
other than cash to the Town for any public purposes.
authorization in accordance with RSA 31:95-e shall remain
in effect until rescinded by a vote of Town Meeting.
(Majority vote required.

To see if the Town will vote to clarify the
Article 18.
language of the New Road Equipment Capital Reserve Fund as
(Majority vote
the Highway Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund.
required.

Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes, as
provided under RSA Chapter 33.

Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without
further action by Town meeting, money from the State,
federal or other governmental entity or a private source
in
year,
which
becomes available during the fiscal
accordance with RSA 31:95-b.

20

Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Public Library Trustees to apply for, accept and expend,
without further action by the Town Meeting, money from the
State,
federal, or other goveminental units or a private
source which becomes available during the fiscal year, in
accordance with RSA 202-A:4-c.

Article 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to administer, sell or otherwise dispose of any
real estate acquired by tax title or otherwise, by public
auction, by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise
disposed of as justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80
and providing that if such property is to be sold at public
auction, then the same shall be advertised sixty (60) days
in advance of sale and again forty-five (45) days in advance
of sale with notice thereof posted in three public places
and two local newspapers of wide circulation for two
consecutive weeks.

23.
To hear the reports of agents, auditors,
committees, or any other officers heretofore chosen and pass
any vote relating thereto.

Article

A true copy of Warrant-Attest

C.

J^^-..v^x^^^-^'CLi'

C. James Martel

^Cr.v..J^^^' Qj^sjte^
Donald J. Crate

•(/ui/^^^^
Nickolas M. Loupis
EMFIELD BOARD OF SELECTMEN
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BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION

MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION

BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF

N.H.

ENFIELD

Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January

From

19

THIS

1,

19

92

to

December

31, 19 92

19

to

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA
Date

><
.

or for Fiscal Year

f

FEBRUARY

22

4,

1992

^—

Q^ W>v

^

31:95 and 32:5

T.

.;

o^^ ^^t?-^
^

'Actual
Appropriations
Current
Year
(omit cents)

Budget Committee

Actual

Selectmen's

Expenditures
Current

Budget
Ensuing Fiscal

Recommended

Not

Ensuing Fiscal

Recommended

Year
(omit cents)

Year
(omit cents)

Year
(omit cents)

(omit cents)

1,836,077 1,746,354 2,306,819 2,307,047

Sub-Totals (from page 2)

\l

41,100

CULTURE AND RECREATION

11,205
39,469

4520 Parks and Recreation
4550

Library

4583

Patriotic

4^89-

400
650

Purposes

HISTORICAL RECORDS

8,985
39,468
1,025

9,350
45,070

9,350
46.070

400
650

AQ^

646

543

550

550

650

CONSERVATION
I

I

4612

Purchase

4-&li-

of Natural

Res.

ADMINISTRATION

700

4419- OTHER CONSERVATION
REDEVELOPMENT AND HOUSING

11

5, 5001

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

DEBT SERVICE
4711

Princ -Long

4721

Int.

4723

interest

147,963
108,975
105,000
3,000

Term Bonds & Notes

-Long Term Bonds & Notes

on TAN

4^9 0- OTHER DEBT SERV.CHGS

147,963
108,975
70,538

175,963
119,323
80,000

175,963
119,323
60,000

_ 35, 815

6,000
45,000

45,000

60,000

60,000

CAPITAL OUTLAY

4-9-Ot

LAND

4*0 2- MACH.

IMPROVEMENTS

&

VEHICLES

,

&

50,000
36,200
316,001
40,000

10

EQUIP

4M)3-BUILDINGS
OTHER
4W)9- IMPROVEMENT
490 2- 6 -WHEELER TRUCK

6,000

315 685
6,149

OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT

8,000

4914 To Capital Reserve Funds:

8,000

4916 To Trust and Agency Funds:
(RSA31:19-a)

2, 703, 64011 2, 490, 14 611 2, 849,12511 2, 824,
DRA and which appear on the current tax rate papers.

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS
Enter

in

353

52,60C

these columns the numbers which were revised and approved by

HELPl We ask your
than one

(

1

)

assistance in the folloHlng: If you have a line item of appropriation which

warrant

article, please use the

rate process by reducing the

Acct.

4329

number

is

space below to identify the make-up of the line

of inquiries from this office.

made up
total.

of appropriations from

We hope

more

this will expedite the tax

1

MS-7

SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE -MBA-

LOCAL

GCf\.'ERNMENTAL UNIT:

FISCAL YEAR ENDING

ENFIELD
1991

10% Limitation per RSA 32:8

1.

Total Amt. reccmmended by Budget Cannittee

2

,

824 353
,

LESS EXCLUSIONS:
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
9.

10.

Principal: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
$
Interest: Long-Term Bonds & Notes
$
Capital Outlays funded fran Long-Term
Bonds & Notes per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b
$
Amount recctmiended-collective bargaining
cost items
$
Amount recannended-VTater & waste treatment
facilities ordered by water supply &
pollution control
$
^5andatory Assessments
$

Total Exclusions (sum of rows 2-8)
Amount Reccnmended less Exclusions
(Line 1 less line 9)

$

11.

10% of Amoimt Reccmmended less Exclusions
(Line 10 times .10)
2

12.

Add Total Amount Recoimended by Budget
Canmittee Less Exclusions (line 10)
$
Add Amount that is collective bargaining
cost items per RSA 32:8-a
S
Add Amount that is v/ater & waste treatirent
facilities ordered by Water Supply &
Pollution Control per RSA 32:lb-b
$
Majiimuir, Ancunt That Mav be Acorooriated
(Sum of rows 11-14)

13.
14.

15.

26

175 963
,

119,323

480,000

775 ,286

2,049 067
,

204 ,907

2,049,067
0_

o_

2,253,974

sxJMMZ^Rr^ir

iisrvEisrroR.i£^

Value of Land
Current Use
Residential

$

Ccrnmercial/ Industrial

Total Land

628,425
120,221,700
8,824,000

$129,674,125

Value of Buildings
Residential
Manufactured Housing
Cortimercial/ Industrial

$

Total Buildings

$115,257,000

99,393,900
4,900,500
10,962,600

Public Utilities

$

TOTAL VAUIATIGN BEFORE EXEI1PTIC»S

$247,121,725

2,190,600

Blind Exeirptions
Elderly Exerrptions

60,000
2,580,600

Total Dollar Amounb of Exerrptions

NET VALUATIC»I QUI
RATE IS COMPUTED

MUCH

2,640,600

$

THE TAX
$244,481,125

Total Veterans' Tax Credits

40,500

Enfield Eastman Village District
Precinct Valuation

27

$

7,412,300

19 91 STzvrEMEasrr
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SHEET
ASSETS

BZ\T .T^ISTCE

December 31, 1991
CASH:
In Hands of Treasurer

$692,094.94

INVESliyiENTS

CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
New Road Equipment
Lakeview Cemetery Acquisition
Lockehaven CemeteryTown Dunp
Municipal Buildings
Town Reappraisal
Ambulance
Water Department
Whitney Hall
Fire Department
Fire Truck Fund

704.67
53,580.68
3,800.43
5,827.28
23,234.17
1,599.40
21,385.88
44,388.85
13,359.25
187.89
8,071.89

TOTAL:

176,140.39

TAXES:

Unredeemed Taxes
Uncollected Taxes
Uncollected Sewer Rent Assess.
Uncollected Water Rent Assess.

370,679.81
844,628.56
1,882.65
1,857.11

TOTAL:

1,219,048.13

TOTAL ASSETS:

2,087,283.46

Fund Balance: December 31, 1990
Fund Balance: December 31, 1991
IN FINANCIAL CONDITION:

32

211,666.75
206,538.07
(5,128.68)

BAIljAlSrCE

I_.XABII_.ITIES

SHEET
Sc

EQUITTY

December 31, 1991
ACCDUNTS CWED BY TCWN:
Accounts Payable
Unexpended balances
(of bond funds)
Uncollected Sewer Rent Assess.
Uncollected Water Rent Assess.
Dog Licenses fees collected
(not remitted)
School District Taxes Payable
Capital Reserve Accounts
(offsets a sinu.lar
asset account)

76,987.03
130,730.21
1,882.65
1,857.11
94.50
1,493,053.50

176,140.39

1,880,745.39

TOTAL LIABILITIES:

Fund Balance - Current Surplus
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206,538.07

SEWER. :e>roctect

BALANCE C^ HAND JANUARY

1,

-A.CCOmSTT'

334,315.20

1991

INCOME:
Interest

6,783.03

341,098.23

EXPENSES
Loan repayment:
Enfield General Fund
Interest to General Fund
Supplies
Survey

194,219,02
10,448.18
8,873.03
859.20

214,399.43

BALANCE ON HAND DECEMBER 31, 1991

(ENCUMBERED $1,440.60)

34

126,698.80

IlSnDEBTEIDlSrH: s s
As of December 31,

1991

BONDS OUTSTANDING:
Sewer Bond
Water Inprovement Bond (refunded)
Sewer Bond
Sewer Bond
Municipal Bond (Fire Truck &
Re-appraisal
1991 Municipal Bond (Police/Municipal
Facility)
1985
1987
1988
1989
1989

TOTAL BONDS OUTSTANDING

560,000
295,000
120,000
324,074
155 , 000

288,000
1,742,074

TOTAL LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS

$1,742,074

RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING
LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS
OUTSTANDING LONG-TERM DEBT 1/1/91
DEBT INCURRED DURING FISCAL YEAR

1,602,037
288,000

SCHEDTJT ,W.

OF TOWN

As of December 31,

ENFIELD CENTER TCWN HALL:
Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipnent

E>R0:E>ER.T'Y
1991

$

122,800
2,000

WHITNEY HALoL, INCLUDING LIBRARY:
Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipnent
Police Department Equipment

357,000
134,000
41,500

FIRE DEPARTMENT:
Lands and Buildings
Equipment

234,100
417,200

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Materials and Supplies

237,800
513,073
10,000

PARKS, CCMMONS & PLAYGROUNDS
WATER SUPPLY FACILITIES
SEWER FACILITIES
CEMETERIES
MISCELLANEOUS PARCELS

416,300
1,500,000
4,000,000
269,500
672,200
$8,927,473

TOTAL:
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To the Meaiibers of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Enfield
Enfield, New Hairpshire

We have audited the acconpanying general purpose financial
statements and the combining and individual fund financial
statements of the Town of Enfield as of and for the year
ended December 31, 1990. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility
is to express an opinion on these financial statements based
on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above
do not include the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which
should be included to conform with generally accepted
accounting principles. The amount that should be recorded
in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed
Asset Account Group results in an incorrplete presentation,
as explained in the above paragraph, the general purpose
financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Town of
Enfield at Deceamber 31,
1990, and the results of its
operations (and cash flows of nonexpendable trust funds) for
the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
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Also,
in our opinion, the coirbining and individual fund
financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of each of the
individual funds of the Town at December 31, 1990, and the
results of operations of such funds for the year then ended
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

PLDDZIK & SANDERSON
Professional Association
March 25, 1991
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December 31, 1991

325

1991 Dog Licenses
Group Licenses
Penalties

$

1,426.00
50.00
50.00
1,526.00

Fees Collected and Remitted to Treasurer

1991 Motor Vehicle Permits, 4690 Issued

6,248.62

273,109.00
$280,883.62

TOTAL

Respectfully Submitted,

Ilene P. Reed, Town Clerk
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As of December 31, 1991

1991

Uncollected Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year:
Property Tax
Resident Tax
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Tax

$674,651.93
5,730.00
4,510.00
184.16

Taxes Committed To Collector:
Property Tax
Resident Tax
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Tax
Boat Permit Fees

4,395,926.73
28,860.00
18,248.20
8,653.40
2,204.21

Added Taxes:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes

3,003.56
2,240.00

Overpayments
a/c Property Taxes

340.00

132.82

Interest Collected on
Delinguent Taxes:

Penalties Collected on
Resident Taxes:

2,536.91

39,790.40

61.00

236.00

Excess Debits:

Total Debits:

1990

.38

$4,461,866.83

40

$725,442.87

1990

1991

Remitted to Treasurer
During Fiscal Year:
Property Tax
Resident Tax
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Tax
Boat Permit Fees
Interest on Taxes
Penalties on Resident Tax

3,567,571.65
23,400.00
9,326.20
5,617.68
2,204.21
2,536.91
61.00

668,918.87
2,390.00
4,510.00
184.16

Allowed:
Taxes
Taxes
Change Tax

4,333,62
1,630.00
1,647.00

5,733.44
2,590.00

Uncollected Taxes:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes

827,157.84
6,070.00
7,275.00
3,035.72

Abatements
Property
Resident
Land Use

Total Credits:

$4,461,866.83

39,790.40
236.00

1,090.00

$725,442.87

Respectfully Si±niitted,

7^-^^
Carolee T. Hi^Dee
Tax Collector
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As of December 31, 1991

1990

Balance of
Unredeemed Taxes
Taxes Executed
to Town
Interest
Overpayment

1989

1988

179,470.34

39,761.00

434,203.44
13,320.46
548.59

17,766.78

14,112.96

$448,072.49

$197,237.12

$53,873.96

Redeirptions

167 , 501 80

75,051.70

39,761.00

Interest & Cost
After Lien
Abatements
Unredeemed Taxes
Excess Credits

13,320.46
527.11
266,723.12

17,766.78
460.48
103,956.69
1.47

14,112.96

$448,072.49

$197,237.12

$53,873.96

Total Debits:

Remitted to Treasurer:

Total Credits:

.

Respectfully subnitted.
^(xrurtn/L,

/.

Carolee T. Hi^Dee
Tax Collector
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TO COLLECT:
Uncollected
Customer charges
Late penalties
Net adjustments
To collect

SEWER
5,831.10
87,496.05
2,736.27
15,026.69
111,090.11

WATER

(XMBDIED

3079.28
103,119.96
2,183.67
692.56
109,075.47

220,165.58

Miscellaneous accounts receivable
Less 1990 pre-payments carried forward
TOTAL TO COLLECT:

360.12
172.20
220,353.50

************************************************************
CXIMBINED
WATER
SEWER
100,741.20
87,745.87
1,984.86
2,526.20
354.48
0.00
422.91
284.08
51.60
51.60
35.00
35.00
230.25
0.00
45.00
5.00
N/A
2,216.56
N/A
16,684.90
865.65
N/A
1,576.19
N/A
N/A
22.00
215,878.35
109,255.15
106,623.20

PAXMErnS COIIECIED:
Customer charges
Late penalties
General repairs
Meter repairs
Meter installation
Return check fees
Collection fees
Restoration fees
Hydrant maintenance
LSV sewer charge
LSV late fees
LSV odor charge
LSV collection fees
Total

Misc. accounts receivable
Pre-payments collected
TOTAL CASH COLLECTED:

360.12
579.66
216,818.13

************************************************************
UNOOLI£CTED AMSUNT:
(XMBINED
SEWER
WATER
Uncollected
3,739.76
1,882.65
1,857.11
Less pre-payments collected
TOTAL UNCOLLECTED AMOUNT:

204.39
3,535.37
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OF RECE IE>TS

TMBES
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Interest & Penalties on Taxes
TOTAL TAXES COLLECT. & REMIT.

INTERG0VERNME3ITAL RE\^E31UES - STATE
Shared Revenue Block Grant

Highway Block Grant
Railroad Tax
State - Federal Forest Land
State Aid Water Pollution Projects
CDBG: 91-085-CDHS
Business Profits Tax
N.H. Energy Audit Grant
Block Grant: 90-085-FSHS
U.S. Govt. Texaco Refund
TOTAL INTERGOVT. REV. - STATE

LICENSES & FEBMITS

4,518,805
25,790
5,802
13,836
87,825
4,652,058

44,444
67,858
305
947
112,002
73,263
83,549
5,150
1,525
127

389,170

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
General Fund
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Insurance Dividends /Reijnbursements
Sewer Project Loan Repayment
Sewer Project Interest
TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE

264
35,305
3,500
31,072
198,311
6,357

-M^ V
OTHER FINANCING SERVICES
Proceeds Long Terra Notes /Bonds
288,000
Income Water Department
Income Sewer Department ^^jp
'S?^'^
Withdrawal from Capital Reserves
Withdrawal from General Fund Trusts
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SERVICES
"

,.

-

274,809

sxjMiyiAFtY

GENERAL GOVEa^NMEaSTT
Town Officer's Salaries
Tcfwn Officer's Expenses
Elections & Registrations
Cemeteries
General Govt. Buildings
Reappraisal of Property
'
Planning & Zoning
Legal Ejq^enses/Dainages
Regional Associations
Reguired Audit
Tax Mapping
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT

OF

:E>AJ5inyEEiisrrs

42,622 ':!..::^

;

'

2,092

:;

13,697'
55,457,
-

_.

7,155':

23,258'
9,931
27,170
7,375
1,598

331,485

:;,

KM
I

PUBLIC SAFETY
Police Department
Fire Department
Dispatch Services
Building Inspection
TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY

ciSTTXb'^J

210,469
45,919
23,707
9,852

J.

..

U'J'

Svif^.

i

A.

289,947

HICTWAYS, STREETS & BRIDCTS
General Highway Dept. Ejqpenses
Street Lighting
TOTAL HWYS., STE^ETS & BRIDGES

SANITATIOI
Rubbish Removal
TOTAL SANITATION

"

389,545
18,206
407,751

188,738
188,738
ci^ji/i'j'

^
ii
HEALTH
Health Department
Ambulance
TOTAL HEALTH

'm-j'

\.ililiXi:

WEUFARE
General Assistance
TOTAL WEILFARE

90,288

90,288

CULTURE & BECBERTlOtl
Library-

Parks and Recreation
Patriotic Purposes
Conservation Coinmission
Historical Records
TOTAL CULTURE & RECREATION

38,765
8,983
1,025
544
646

49,963

DEBT SERVICX:
Prin. of Long Term Bonds & Notes
Int. Exp. Long Term Bonds & Notes
Int. Exp. Tax Anticipation Notes

Fiscal Charges on Debt
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE

CAPITAL OUTLAY

147,963
108,975
70,538

327,476

MISCELLANEXXJS

Municipal Water Department
Municipal Sewer Depajrtraent
FICA, Ret.& Pension Contributions
Insurance
Unenployment Coirpensation
TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS

UNCLASSIFIED
Tax Anticipation Notes
Taxes Bought by Town
Discounts, Abatements, Refunds
CIP from 1990 Enc\n±)rances
Bad Check Charges
Affordable Housing Rehab.
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED

61,503
127,220
49,136
178,880
1,371

418,110

2,300,000
434,203
31,745
95,176
2,537
2,103

2,865,764

FMMESinS TO OTHER GOVESWt^NIS
2,006
To State of N.H.
247,892
Taxes paid to Grafton County
9,191
Prnts. to Eastman Village District
2,948,870
Taxes paid to School District
TOTAL PMIS. OTHER GOVERNMENTS

3,207,959

TOTAL PAYMENTS

8,429,535
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TZVXES

Property Taxes - Current Year
Property Taxes - Prior Years
Resident Taxes
- Current & Prior Yrs
Yield Taxes
Land Use Change
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Tax Sales/Liens Redeemed
TOTAL TAXES
INTERGOVERNMENTAL ^IVENUES - STA3E
Shared Revenue Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Railroad Tax
State - Federal Forest Land
State Aid Water
Pollution Projects
CDBG 91-085-CDHS
Business Profits Tax
N.H. Energy Audit Grant
Block Grant: 90-085-FSHS
U.S. Govt. Texaco Refund
TOTAL INTERGOVT. REV. - STATE

LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Marriage License Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses/Perroits/
Filing Fees
Boat Permit Fees
TOTAL LICENSES AND PERMITS

3,567,572
688,918
25,790
5,802
13,836
87,825
282,315

4,652,058

44,444
67,858
305
947

112,002
73,263
83,549
5,150
1,525
127

389,170

273,109
1,880
1,526
4,669
2,204

283,388

C3IARE£S FOR SERVICES

Income from Departments:
Town Officers E2^)enses
Elections & Registrations
Planning Board
Zoning Board
Police Department
Police Reimbursible Projects
Highway Department

50

1,027
220
9,829
859
2,127
3,568
311

Building Inspection
Ambulance
Welfare
Parks & Recreation
Historical Records
FICA/Retirement
Rental of Town Property
TOTAL CHARGES FOR SERVICES

4,800
331
384
2,991
15

234
2,386

29,082

MISCELUVNEOUS REVENUES
General Fund
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Insurance Dividends /Reimbursements
Loan Repayment- Sewer Project
Interest Received-Sewer Project
TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES

264
35,305
3,500
31,072
198,311
6,357

274,809

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Income from Water Department
101,175
Income from Sewer Department
115,644
Withdrawal from Capital Reserves:
Water Dept. Iirprovement Fund
6,149
Whitney Hall Fund
5,685
Municipal Building Fund
22,000
Police Cruiser
232
Sewerage Study
214
Tax Mapping
177
New Highway Trucks
872
Withdrawal from General Fund Trusts:
Cemetery Perpetual Care
1,232
Johnson & Gage Fund
377
Proceeds Long Term Notes /Bonds
288,000
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
NGN-REVENUE RECEIPTS
Tax Anticipation Notes
TOTAL NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS

541,757

2,300,000
2,300,000

TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES

8,470,264

CASH ON HAND JANUARY 1, 1991

651,367

GRAND TOTAL

9,121,631
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GENERMj govei^nment
OFFICER'S SALARIES:
Selectmen, Chairman

1,790
1,611
1,611
16,891
11,459
4 , 855
2,590
165
240
240
240
390

Selectmen, #2
Selectmen, #3
Town Clerk
Tax Collector

Treasurer
Deputy Town Clerk
Moderator
Supervisor/Checklist #1
Supervisor/Checklist #2
Supervisor/Checklist #3
Trustee/Trust Funds /Treasurer
Trustee/Trust Funds #2
Trustee/Ttust Funds #3
Auditor #1
Fire Ward #1
Fire Ward #2
Fire Ward #3
TOTAL TOWN OFFICER'S SALARIES

TONN OFFICER'S EXPENSES:
Administrator
Bookkeeper
Secretary II
Secretary I
Telephone
Dues to Associations
Printing Notices
Postage
Transfers /Deeds
Law/Reference Books
Mileage/Conference Fees
Supplies
Bonds

.

90
90
415
120
120
120

42,622

37,804
20 , 826
19,235
17,513
5,436
1,521
1,319
4,173
4,017
1,494
3,122
5,184
1,145

52

New Equipment
Tax Bills/printed Forms
Repair Equip. /Ser^/ice Contracts
Subscriptions
Town Report
Miscellaneous

REAPPRAISAL OF PROPERTY

7 155

PLANNING AND ZOrnHS BOARDS
Secretary
Meetings /Hearing Records
Advertising
Printing
Supplies
Planning/Zoning Administrator
Telephone
Legal Fees
Planning Board Admin. Mileage
Postage
Law Books
Conference Fees/Training
Lake Monitoring
Special Projects
Filing Mylars
ZBA Books /Materials
ZBA Public Hearing Records
ZBA Mileage
Conference/Training
TOTAL PLANNING AND ZONING BOARDS
-

LEGAL EXPENSES AND DAMAOS
Legal Expenses
Dog Care
TOTAL LEGAL EXPENSES Se DAMAGES

600
2,176
668
34

280
13,747
375
1,522
553
656
125
290
760
5

290
708
225
19

225

23,258

9,871
60

9,931

TAX MAPPING

1,598

REQUIRED AUDIT

7,375
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PlffiLIC

SAFETY

FOLICX: DEPARTMENT

Salaries:
Salaries:
Salaries:
Clerk

Full Tiine
Part Time
Overtime

125,088
10,983
6,198
16,363
3,357
43
511
3,519
6,156
426
4,880
11,912
3,150
2,598
5,845
3,361
1 , 373
200
4,506

Crossing Guard
New Hire/Physicals
Conference Fees /Dues
Supplies
Telephone
Postage
Vehicle Repairs
New Equipnent
Equipnent Repairs
Unifonns
Gasoline
Training
Books /Periodicals
Cadet Program
Reimburseable Projects
TOTAL POLICE DEPARTMENT EXPENSES

210,469

FIRE DEPAKIME3IT
Training
Fireman's Services
Telephone/Siren
Electricity
Dues
Supplies
Gasoline
Equipment Repairs /Maintenance
Vehicle Maintenance
Clothing
New Equipment
Telephone Center Station
TOTAL FIRE DEPARTMENT

754
16,199
706
1 , 444
60

2,114
774
4,337
721
3,850
14,745
215
45,919

DISPATCH SERVICES

23,707
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BuiiisiNG

msPExnuam

Bldg Inspector /Health Officer
Mileage/Conference Fees
Supplies
TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTION

7,948
1,295
610

HIQiWSlYS, STREETS & BEIDC^IS

HIQIWAY DEPARD1ENT

9,853

HEALTH
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Testing/Miscellaneous
Health Officer
Health Supplies
Mileage
TOTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT

121

2,851
271
502
3,745

AMBUIANCE
Gas
Vehicle Maintenance
CcfUTOunications Systems
Supplies
Oxygen
Continuing Education
Golden Cross Coverage
Miscellaneous
Training/Services
TOTAL AMBULANCE

raSGIONAL

203
526
754
1,702
264
440
3,885
394
6,279
14,447

ORGANIZATK^^

Mascoma Home Health Service
Headrest
Hospice of the Upper Valley
Advance Transit
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Council
Senior Citizens Council
Community Action Program
TOTAL REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

10,635
3,200
750
4,800
3,072
3,062
1,651

27,170

WELFARE
(S31ERAL ASSISTANOB

Rent
Food/Household
FuelAJtilities
Transportation
RX
Miscellaneous
Training
Welfare Director
TOTAL GENERAL ASSISTANCE

60,821
17,475
5,513
1,351
1,237
111
25

3,754

90,287
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CULTURE & REC31EATI0N
yM^.x.

LIBRARY
Salaries
Books
Supplies
Repairs /New Equipnnent
Telephone
Dues
Miscellaneous
Shipping Charges
Service Contracts
TOTAL LIBRARY

PARKS & REC3)EATIC3N
Swimming Instructor & Ass't.
Lifeguard
Assistant Director
Recreation Director Part-Time
Electricity
Telephone
Repairs/Supplies
Chemical Toilet Rental
Advertising
--^^•
Old Home Day
Summer Program
Little League
Haloween
Ice Skating Party
Miscellaneous
Easter Egg Hunt
TOTAL PARKS & RECREATION

'^"

,, ..

..

:'

"

PAinUOTIC PURPOSES

C30NSERVATION GOMflSSION

Association Dues
Conference/Training
Supplies
TOTAL CONSERVATION COMMISSION

HISTORICAL RECC»DS
Clerk
Supplies ,^.-'':^::\
-/^''y^''
Books
Dues
TOTAL HISTORICAL RECORDS

'f'^'i^^"?^<SXyf^

'

300
266
55
25
646

DEBT SESRVICE
Principal Long Term Notes /Bonds
Int. Ejqjense Long Term Bonds /Notes
Interest Tax Anticipation Notes
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE

CAPITAL OUTLAY

Water Dept. Iiiprovement (CRF)

147,963
108,975
70,538

327,476

MISCELLANEOUS

MUNICIPAL W^r^l DEPARI^^NT
Personnel

UNCLASSIFIED
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
TAXES BOUGHT BY THE TCWN
ABATEMENTS, REFUNDS
CIP FROM 1990 ENCUMBRANCES
BAD CHECK CHARGES
AFFORDABLE HOUSING REHAB.
TOTAL UNCLASSIFIED

2,300,000
434,203
31,745
95,176
2,537
2,103

2,865,764

PAYMElfrS TO OTHER

OOVERMEmS

PAYMENTS TO STATE OF NH
2,006
PAYMENTS TO GRAFTON COUNTY
247,892
PAYMENTS TO EASTMAN VILLAGE DIST.
9,191
PAYMENTS TO SCHOOL DISTRICT
For Year 1990-91
1,429,482
For Year 1991-92
1,519,388
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS

3,207,959

TOTAL

8,429,532
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Notes

euste'ieud

butdget

cc3mm:i'

or
collective,
depend
individual
Budgets,
fundamentally on two factors, need vs. want and/or the
ability to pay. Need must always take precedence over want
Siiiply
and is, itself, driven by the ability to pay.
Voluntary
stated; what we don't pay for we don't acquire.
contributions, generally, cannot be considered in most
budgets

Municipal budget law, RSA 32, requires a Budget
where mandated by a municipality, to represent
citizens in an advisory capacity to prepare siobsequent
annual municipal budgets.
Cortiraittee,

pertinent
all
(need)
Budget
Comraittees require
administrative, operational and regional budget inforroation
to scrutinize intelligently and assimilate before an orderly
presentation can be made at Town Meetings in March.
Budget Committees must, in all cases, be sensitive to
be
administrative and operational need but must also
receptive to pioblic opinion as well because tax dollars can
only be allocated from the citizenry. Committee members are
ultimate
required to be residents and know well the
atmosphere of the town. Budget Committees, Selectmen and
administrative personnel respond to and appreciate all civic
contributions, including Public Meeting attendance, petition
or siuply constructive conversation.

budget
1992
Salaries
in the suggested Enfield
represent a two (2) percent increase over 1991 and are
suggested by the Wage Progression Schedule adopted by the
Board of Selectmen in 1990. There are no cost-of-living
percentage increases and only three (3) small one time
"merit" distributions scheduled for 1992.
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The Coimnittee and Selectmen gave optirnum consideration
to a circulated petition requesting the 1992 operating
budget to be recommended at 95 percent of the 1991 operating
The recommended overall budget is significantlybudget.
lower than the original requested budget.

Nine Budget Coinmittee members, Administrative staff
and one Selectman met until late hours for eleven sessions
with many budget representatives to consider requests prior
to Public Hearing. Committee members have closely met the
the
of the Administration and requirements of
needs
The overall Town of Enfield operating
camcnunity-at- large.
budget will hopefully meet the needs of Enfield in 1992.

Respectfully Sutmitted

Russell Muzzey III, Chairman
Enfield Budget Committee
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Building Permits were issued, in 1991, for 24 single
57
17 bams and garages, 6 mobile homes,
family hones,
additions and renovations, 51 storage buildings and decks, 6
commercial projects, and 6 renewals.
On March 12, 1991, the voters of the Town of Enfield
voted in favor of adoption of the BOCA National Building
Excerpt:
Code as the Town of Enfield Building Code.

BOCA 1990
SBCTIOM 111.0 RPWLLCmiOS FOR PERMIT
It shall be
111.1 If^en permit is required:
or
alter
to construct, enlarge,
unlawful
demolish a structure; or change the occupancy of
greater
building or structure requiring
a
strength,
exit or sanitary provision; or to
change to another use; or to install or alter
any equipment for which provision is made or the
installation of which is regulated by this code,
without first- filing an application with the
code official in writing and obtaining the
required permit therefor; except that repairs,
as defined in Section 104.0 and which do not
involve any violation of this code, shall be
exenpted from this provision.

As Building Inspector for the Town of Enfield, we are
member of BOCA National Code 1990; also a member of New
attended
I have
Haitpshire Building Officials Association.
several workshops on the building codes.
Code books are available for public viewing at the
Enfield Selectmen's Office and Enfield Public Library.
As the Enfield Health Officer, I have been working
with many people in the State government looking into water
quality and health issues.
a

Respectfully Submitted,

Howard Adams
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In 1991, the Carnmission continued the activities of
the previous year. Dredge and Fill investigations were
fewer due to the econonic recession, but about the same
landowners harvested tiinber as in 1990.
nimiber of
The
Intent to Cut Subcararnittee looked into several of those and
found that nearly all were laying out roads etc. to minimize
erosion.

Several members of the Commission attended workshops
irrprove their knowledge of the state's
laws
and
to
regulations.
In March, the Wetlands Subcoiimittee sponsored
a presentation by a Wetlands Board inspector which v^s both
informative and well received.

Now is not the time to mince words. It is easy to
polarize environmental issues by squaring off
as tree
It is harder to realize that people
huggers vs. developers.
have as much right to their home planet as do its other
inhabitants, but that it is often in people's better
interest to give extra room to the rest of nature, because
it sustains us.
We depend on the soil for food, water for drink, open
space for recreation. Since land is finite, we would be
crazy to treat it as disposable trash. At the same time, we
have our livings to make. There are few ecosystems that can
bear no human inpact, and there are few developments that
can't adapt more haxTToniously to their locale. I see this
Commission largely as a forum where these concerns can get a
fair hearing before we advise others of our views.

Respectfully submitted,

Craig Sanborn, Chairman
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Squad had twelve active
In January the F.A.S.T.
Due to First Responder and E.M.T. courses being
members.
held in the l^per Valley, I am proud to say we now have
twenty- four active meinbers. Fantastic!
In i^ril the F.A.S.T. Squad held its annual C.P.R.
course. As in past years, it was well attended. We hope to
hold another in the spring of 1992.

Immediately following the C.P.R. course, we held a
Responder course for the first time. We started the
successfully
with twenty-two people with twenty
coitpleting the course. We thank all those who took, the
course and made it such a success.

First
class

Squad participated in a
In October the F.A.S.T.
Defensive Driving course. This course was offered by the
National Safety Council of J^esw Hanpshire. We thought it
wouldn't hurt to brush up on some driving skills.

On top of all these courses, we still managed to
respond to 150-plus calls and put in all the training hours
that are required by the National Registry of Emergency
Medical Technicians for recertif ication
In closing, I would like to thank all those who have
donated to the F.A.S.T. Squad. We hope you continue with
your contributions, as this money does go to purchase new
equipnent

Following, you will find a list of all F.A.S.T.
members.

Squad

Respectfully Submitted,
Raymond X. Dauphinais
President, Enfield F.A.S.T. Squad
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Diana Albanese
Jerry Bardwell
Larry Belloir
Karen Cone
Cynthia Crutchf ield
Raymond Dauphinais
Roger Dauphinais
Barbara Dow
Jeremy Ford
Maureen Gove
Charles Giannuzzi
Steven Giannuzzi
Charles Harrington
Pauline Hill
Richard Holmes
Joe Labrecque
Pauline Laughlin
Joel Levine
John Markowitz
Sharon Markowitz
Meg Pickett
Lencie Raynor
Claude Rheume
Mark Richardson
Bruce Turner

E.M.T.-A
E .M. T. -P
E.M.T.-A
First Resp.
E .M.T. -A
E .M.T. -A
E .M.T. -A
E.M.T.-A
First Resp.
First Resp.
E.M.T.-A
First Resp.
E.M.T.-A
E.M.T.-A
E.M.T.-A
First Resp.
E .M.T. -A
E.M.T.-A
First Resp.
R.N.

E .M.T. -A
E .M.T. -A
E .M.T. -P
First Resp.
E.M.T.-A
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During 1991 our volunteer fire department responded to
These
113 calls, which reflects a 7.6% increase over 1990.
calls for service are categorized as follows:

Alarm Activations

HHSTFIEXJD IPUTBLIC: I_.IBRAR.ir

patronage
and the
supporting
services
Library
continued to increase throughout the past year. Circulation
of fiction, non-fiction, periodicals and other materials, a
key indicator of facilities use, exceeded 31,000 volumes,
perpetuating the trend of previous years. This was enhanced
by the registration of 253 new patrons during 1991.

Many of the established programs for children and
reading
adults
were expanded providing a variety of
Included among
opportunities for all levels of interest.
these were 68 grade-school story programs which provide an
introduction
to
traditional
children s
literature
Additionally,
13 story-times were held targeted for preschool participation. These programs included a variety of
activities of interest to this age group. These programs,
aimed primarily at the younger reader were augiiented with l
adult book discussion sessions, the theme being a study of
mysteries
'

functions
the usual administrative
Coirplimenting
associated with library operation an on-going evaluation of
analyzed.
current and future facility needs is being
Included in this review are the latest safety and access
regulations governing public buildings. With the pending
acguisition of additional area being vacated by the Enfield
Police Department the library administration is reviewing
various opportunities for its nrast advantageous use.

Thanks are extended to all those who contributed their
Their
time and effort to assist the library this year.
generosity is much appreciated by the staff and Trustees.
Special recognition is extended to those who supported the
Library and its book budget at town meeting.

Marjorie A. Carr
Librarian
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During the year of 1991, the activity has been slow
There have been only a
due, in great part, to the econorry.
few major sub-divisions and several minor sub-divisions.
Wbst of the activity has been for single lots.

Enfield has been launched into the cellular phone
market with Atlantic Cellular L.P., Inc., erecting a tower
on Snow Mountain westerly of 1-89. A mini-golf installation
There are small signs of
is in progress on Route 4.
commercial activity in the area. A reconstruction of the
original Shaker Meeting House has been corpleted on Route
The Mascoma Lake Lodge has new owners and building
4A.
activity is conterrplated there.
There exists a great potential for growth when the
Several sub-divisions are lying
econony turns around.
dormant.
The Upper Valley has not been as hard-hit as the
The
southern New England area and is holding its own.
Shaker Village Group has been sidetracked by the slow
economy and has had to cut back on its growth. The Lakeview
Condominiums underwent a major shake-up this past year with
foreclosures and refinancing, and continues to be a problem.

The Planning and Zoning Boards continue to review new
legislation that affects Land Use directives and relate them
to the Town's sub-division and zoning ordinances.
The Zoning Board has had a few tough problems
handle but was able to "weather the stonn" with success.

to

Respectfully Submitted,

Francis V, Lombardi
Planning/Zoning Administrator
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Groundbreaking ceremonies were held on October 7th,
1992 for the long sought new police facility.
The facility,
consisting of 3300 sguare feet, has a conpletion date of
early 1992.
The department is on track with a community-oriented
approach to policing. Our policing philosophy is to closely
involve the community in our efforts. It is based upon a
"help us to help you" effort. To achieve these objectives
the department has or is establishing grass roots efforts in
the form of committees on such matters as traffic safety,
drug awareness, emergency 9 11, and juvenile diversion
prograins.

Officer Richard Crate continues as the department's
D.A.R.E.
(Drug Abuse Resistance Education) Officer.
Along
with the staff of the Indian River School, Officer Crate
conducts a weekly class for the 5th graders.
His weekly
class includes having lunch with the children.
This
positive program allows the department to develop bonds with
our younger citizens.
Officer Scott Thonpson is the leader of our strong
police cadet program. Under the auspices of the Boy Scouts,
this program consists of 16 young men and women.
The
objectives of the program is to provide young people with an
insight into police operations so as to enable them to make
career choices. The program consists of training in police
science subjects and performing limited police functions,
such as traffic control and crowd assistance details. To a
large extent the program is a success because of the great
kids involved.
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1991

Criminal Complaints

Service Calls

Motor Vehicle Accidents

1990

1989

1988

1987

182

489

335

241

174

3,454

3,268

2,473

2,049

1,041

Towisr cijock: iPFtcxjrECT

committee

One year can make a real difference in a project when
a group of citizens is injected with a little enthusiasm.
Where last year we were faced with total apathy, the Town
Clock Project Committee has now arrived at the point of
diagraming its first fund-raiser.
Starting with nothing more than a conceptual drawing
plus
Whitney Hall with the clock in the tower,
of
funds
approximately $22,000 in donations and matching
(raised in 1985 and '86), the committee set out to conplete
the restoration of the Town Clock. The first step was to
get expert advise and an analysis of the clock mechanism and
the structural strength of the tower of Whitney Hall. Still
to come are cost estimates on designing and building the
four new clock faces and hands, following the traditional
Howard design.
Current plans for a fund-raiser utilize the minutes
markers, Roman numerals, plus the hands and clock faces,
with different monetary values for each item. Donations can
be made, designating the desired item and the family/
individual/business name will be recorded and permanently
displayed.
The old wooden tower (from the Lapan building) that
lay for so long at the Baltic Mill has been conpletely
dismantled and any usable parts have been cataloged and
stored
Project
Realizing that times are difficult, the
Committee still believes that we should save this bit of our
town's history. We are depending on the generosity of those
who feel the same. The corrpletion may be a couple of years
away, but our efforts will continue.

Enfield Town Clock Project Committee Members:
Evelyn Palmer, Chainnan
Ken Wheeler, Vice Chairman
Dolores Struckoff Secretary
Chris Howe, Treasurer
Nickolas Loupis, Selectmen's Rep.
,

Frans Strandberg
Fonda Cairpbell
Pat Gillam
Don Lathrop, clock maker
and advisor

Respectfully submitted,

Evelyn L. Palmer
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1991 proved to be a very productive and busy year for
those of us working to provide the village area residents
(1500-1600 persons) with a safe and high quality water
supply and a sanitary and reliable wastewater collection
The water and sewer departments were first formed
service.
during the fall of 1988. At that time we had next to nothing
for tools and equipment and were tasked with maintenance of
a water system that hadn't been properly cared for in years.
It's taken us three years of careful research, planning, and
decision making and some "hard" experience to mature into an
efficient and effective utility. We can now boast the inhouse capability, with the excavating, labor, and trucking
services provided by the highway department, of being able
to do all of our own repair work. We have one full time
Part time
eirployee,
Tim Jennings, the superintendent.
are
operating and "on-call" help and vacation relief
provided by Jake Carley. Our meter reading, billing and
collections are quickly and effectively done thanks to our
part tijne meter reader, Fred Altvater, and part time
secretary clerk, Darla Taylor.

VZA.TER. PEgARmyrprrsri?
In 1991 we repaired or replaced 6 service lines,
repaired 5 major main breaks, and replaced 5 faulty fire
hydrants.
For the first time in many many years all fire
hydrants were thoroughly inspected and tested and are now
We
coarpletely servicable and ready for an emergency.
walked every foot of our main piping on a leak survey with
the help of a highly trained technician and his coirputer
equipped van. The survey was very beneficial, both in terms
of the finding of leaks, which we quickly repaired, and the
training we received on the use of our own electronic leak
We repaired or
detection and pipe locating equipment.
replaced several valves in the system so that it should not
be necessary ever again to have to shut down the entire
water system in order to repair a break. Our water sanpling
and monitoring continues to verify that Enfield customers
are very fortunate to have the superb water source our three
wells provide.
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Long range plans for the water system to guide us
until the end of the century are coming together now that
the engineering study has been conpleted. We are working
very hard on finding a way to fund the construction of an
additional water source, most probably another bedrock well.
iirprovement projects
Major
(pipeline replacements
and
extensions) will most likely have to be put off until we
retire in 1998 the heavy debt load that now consumes nearly
half of our annual revenues. Water conservation, as a way
to increase available capacity, is being errphasized by a
consumer
education program and our new
user
charge
ordinance

SEVsTER. DEF.AJ^'nyrFyNrT
We
The sewer system continues to operate very well.
developed
have
considerable excess capacity and have
preliminary plans for expansions to un-sewered areas of the
village.
We've accumulated a first rate inventory of
repair eguipnent which will now permit our people to work on
the sewer system in complete safety.

THE EUTURE
One of the first issues to be addressed when siting a
business is that of a water supply and wastewater collection
and disposal infrastructure. While we may at this time be
able to accommodate business and light industrial demands on
our sewer system, the lack of sufficient water supply
reserves places Enfield in an unfavorable position for real
economic development.
We can neither support possible
industrial needs or the acconpanying service businesses.
Therefore, it could be argued that one of the inost pressing
needs we as a town should address, if we indeed want to see
local jobs created, is that of a sufficient, reliable, and
long term municipal water supply.
The financial challenges we will face in the next five
of
lack
years
are great, considering the immediate
government funds to help, the high rates our customer's now
very
We
are
pay,
and
the state of the economy.
enthusiastic,
however,
about the on-going efforts of the
Selectmen and other elected officials, the staff, and
concerned citizens, to work together to creatively meet the
challenges of the nineties. We in the water and sewer
departments are pleased to be of service to our community.
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In a continuing effort to coinraunicate more directly
Grafton County citizens, we take great pleasure
sutinitting the following report for your information.

m

with

During the past year, the County Nursing Home has
continued to provide excellent care for approximately 120
elderly and infirm residents while conplying with the
In November
increased demands of new federal regulations.
we opened a unit designed to meet the needs of patients with
Alzheimer's disease and similar afflictions, which has been
very well received by residents, families, and staff.
Inmates in the House of Corrections have benefited
by
from the Thresholds/Decision-making program, taught
for
more
volunteers
who help their clients prepare
productive lives in jail and on the outside. A grant from
the Attorney General's Office has also provided us with a
substance abuse counselor for the jail.

New projects were also initiated at the County Farm,
The piggery was reinstituted (20 piglets were bom to 3 sows
in October) and a lilac nursery was added through the State
Lilac Commission (lilacs will be ready for distribution to
The farm also planted extra
public agencies in the spring)
potatoes for contribution to local food pantries throughout
the county, a project we plan to continue in future years.
,

.

Since September the Commissioners have worked with the
County
Sheriff, Assistant Sheriff and members of the
Legislative Delegation to review the County Dispatch Center
and revise the fees charged for telephone answering and
radio' dispatching services
Discounts were eliminated for
1992 and fees based on actual use are planned beginning in
1993.
Copies of the Study Committee's report are available
at the Commissioner's Office.
"

.

For the second year in a row we were able to reduce
county taxes while maintaining necessary county services.
The Commissioner intends to continue to hold the line on
e3^)enses, but do e^q^ect a modest tax increase next year due
to the elimination of surpluses generated by unanticipated
increases in nursing home revenues.
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This past year the County distributed over $78,000 in
state Incentive Funds to local agencies to prevent out-ofhome placements of troubled children and youth. The County
also provides a Youth and Family Mediation Program available
free of charge in the LelDanon, Littleton, and Plymouth
areas

The Board of Commissioners has made great strides in
expanding efforts to inform our constituents about county
Tours of county facilities, a mock trial for
government.
school children, and an open house took place during County
Government Week in i^ril, and plans are underway for an even
broader program for the coming year (i^ril 5-11). We held a
officials
in
session for local
special
information
have spoken to school and civic groups, and
September,
developed a slide presentation to show people what the
county does.
sincere
express
our
closing,
we wish to
In
the
appreciation to local officials and agencies and
citizens for continued interest and cooperation in our
efforts to serve you. The public- is invited to attend our
regular meetings at 9:15 am. on Thursdays at the County
The
Haverhill.
Building
in
North
Administration
commissioners also welcome the opportunity to speak or show
our slides to students and civic groups. Please call our
office at 787-6941 for further inforroation or to reguest a
speaker.

Respectfully subnitted,

Grafton County Commissioners
Betty Jo Taffe, Chairroan, District 3 (603)786-9836
Gerard Zeiller, Vice Chaiman, District 1 (603)448-1909
Raymond S. Burton, Clerk, District 2 (603)747-3662
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HEADREST
Headrest, the Upper Valley's 24-Hour Crisis Hotline
and Information & Referral service, thanks the people of
Now in our 22 nd year of
Enfield for their support.
continuous operation, Headrest serves Enfield residents in
many ways:
*

24-Hbur Hotline
at
someone is always available
In an emergency,
Headrest to offer personal support and help to locate
resources. Headrest's Hotline is certified by the American
Association of Suicidology, and phone workers have special
expertise in handling crises involving the use of alcohol or
Hotline workers are trained to be understanding,
drugs.
listen carefully to the caller, and lend emotional support
in a non- judgmental way.
*

Informaticm & Referred
People can call Headrest whenever they have a question
Headrest has
or problem and are not sure where to turn.
information on local services, tenants' & consumers' rights,
drugs & alcohol, legal assistance, counseling services, and
support groups. Headrest has also been designated by ACoRN
to be its contact point for information on AIDS issues.
*

Shelter for the Homeless
people
lodging is offered to homeless
Terrporary
referred to Headrest by local police, hospitals, churches,
supervised overnight
Also,
and mental health centers.
lodging is available for intoxicated persons with funding
from New Hampshire & Vermont Offices of Alcohol & Drug Abuse
Prevention.
*

Alc»hol & Drug Program
Headrest offers information, educational presentations,
plus individual and family counseling around substance abuse
issues.
Headrest is virtually the only free or low cost
drug St alcohol counseling service in the Upper Valley.
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In 1991, Headrest also offered three different kinds
group counseling: general group for alcohol and other
drug abusers, a women's group, and a STOP group for men who
batter. HOPES substance abuse education and support groups
are offered at both the Mascoma Regional High School and the
Indian River School.

of

Teenline
Headrest s Teenline has been operating since March,
This 24-hour "talk-line" for teens anywhere in New
1990.
Hanpshire or Vermont (1-800-639-6095) can be an iirportant
source of support for teens concerned about their own and
drug & alcohol problems, who may be depressed or
others'
suicidal, victinns of abuse, or who may just be in need of a
caring listener. It is particularly effective in helping to
reduce the isolation felt by young people in rural areas.
*

'

Coirplete financial information and statistics are on
In 1991, 174 Enfield residents called
file with the Town.
Headrest's 24-Hour Hotline a total of 275 times, including 8
suicide calls, 39 having to do with alcohol or other drugs,
and 56 requests for counseling.
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We are pleased to have the opportunity to report on
of Mascoma Home Health Services for 1991, our
activities
the
twenty-second year of providing home and community health
care to the residents of your community.
This has been a year of tremendous growth in the need
and request for home care services. Nursing visits alone
have increased 60%. We are proud of our staff of nurses,
therapists, home health aides, homemakers and parent aides.
Their experience, dedication, and skill in caring for people
in their homes has made it possible for us to meet this
challenge.
The Maternal and Child Health Program is available to
young families in the community. This program includes a
well child clinic with an enrollment of 175 children, 0-6
years of age, who receive immunizations, physical exams,
vision screening, and inforroation on nutrition, dental care,
child development. Follow-up home visits to some
safety,
children and families are made by nurses specializing in
pediatric care and parent aides, to help them care for
themselves and their children in the most productive and
positive way possible. This year we have added a Respite
Child Care program available to families enrolled in our
programs.
Community clinics, including monthly blood pressure
screenings, routine foot care and a yearly Flu Vaccine
clinic are also a part of the health promotion activities of
the agency. Anyone is welcome to attend these clinics.
This year the professional staff has made 10,056 home
408
visits.
In the town of Enfield 3,302 visits were made.
individuals received services in all programs.
On behalf of the Board of Directors made up of
community volunteers, the staff and the people who are
helped by our care, a thank you for your part in making our
programs possible. We look forward to working with you in
the coming year.

Respectfully submitted,
Janet G. Knight
Executive Director
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1991 was a very dry and busy year for the New Hanpshire
Forest Fire Service as well as local fire departments due to
our increase in the number of fires. Our three nejor causes
of fires in 1991 were non-permit,
children and snnoking
materials.
450 wildland fires in New Hanpshire burned
approximately 150 acres for an average fire size of onethird acre.
Primarily, the local fire department is responsible
for extinguishing these fires. Keeping the average fire
size this small is a tribute to early detection by citizens,
our fire tower lookout system and the guick response of our
trained local fire departments.
In every municipality, there is a Forest Fire Warden
and
several Deputy Wardens that are responsible
for
directing suppression action on wildland fires, working with
other fire department members under the direction of the
Forest Fire Service to make sure that all fire
N.H.
department members are properly trained and eguipped for
suppressing wildland fires. Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy
Wardens receive specialized training each year, presented by
the N.H. Forest Fire Service, to keep their skill level and
knowledge of forest fire laws up to date.
The local Warden and selected Deputy Wardens are also
responsible for issuing burning permits for any open burning
that is to be done in their community.
In New Hanpshire,
any open burning, except when the ground is conpletely
covered with snow, reguires a written fire permit prior to
lighting the fire. Before doing any open burning, it is
recommended that you contact your local fire department to
see if a permit is required and to save your community the
cost of sending fire equipment on a false alarm. Any person
violating the permit law (RSA 224:27) shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor
Please help your local Warden and fire department by
be
requesting a fire permit before kindling a fire,
understanding if they tell you it is not a safe day to bum
and help keep New Hampshire green! Thank you for being fire
safe.

Robert D. Nelson, Chief, Forest Protection
Donald A. Crate, Municipal Forest Fire Warden
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The Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste
held its eighth annual collection of household
waste materials, May 4, 1991.

Committee
hazardous

The 1990 annual collection collected 53 drums and
about 100 cars had to be turned away due to budget
restraints.
In 1991, due to an increased budget, no one had
Last May,
to be turned away and 60 drums were collected.
over 383 households were served. This increase in community
the
of
shows that citizens are aware
participation
inportance of keeping toxic materials out of landfills and
are willing to support such a program with their own
efforts
The Committee receives the major portion of its
financial support from regional landfills in the Upper
In addition, contributions from local businesses
Valley.
and organizations, grants from the states of New Hairpshire
and Vermont, and on-site donations have made it possible for
each
us to conduct eight annual Collection Days. However,
year costs increase for the disposal of the hazardous
materials at out-of-state licensed facilities. This year,
the Committee is looking for additional funds so that all
residents who come to the site can be served.

1992.

The next Collection Day will be held, Saturday, May 2,
Area residents are welcome.

Respectfully submitted,
Colin High, Chair
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The Moderator declared the following chosen by ballot:
Selectman for three years - Nicholas M. Loupis
Tax Collector for one year - Carolee T. Hi^Dee
Treasurer for two years - Donna I. Egner
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years - Chester Beede
Moderator for one year - Franklyn Phillips
Fire Ward for three years - Donald J. Crate
Recreation Conmission for three years - William Solari Jr.
Library Trustee for two years - Philip N. Cronenwett
Library Trustee for three years - John L. Dunn Jr.

ARTICLE 2.
427 YES, 493 No. Disfavor of increasing
Board of Selectmen to five members. Article 2 failed.

the

ARTICLE 3. 498 YES, 386 NO. Adoption of the BOCA National
Building Code as the Town Building Code. Article 3 passed.
ARTICLE 4. 495 YES, 369 NO. Adoption to Amendment #1 for
the Town Zoning Ordinance, adding a provision regulating
lots crossed by Town lines. Article 4 passed.

ARTICLE 5. 407 YES, 457 NO. Disfavor of Amendment #2 for
the
Town
Zoning Ordinance, which would
have
added
regulations regarding minimum lot size and structures to be
placed on lots which lie within two or more districts.
Article 5 failed.
ARTICLE 6. 397 YES, 469 NO. Disfavor of Amendment #3 for
the Town Zoning Ordinance, which would have revised Section
regarding height and set-back requirements
401.3,
for
antennas,
lightning
rods,
cupolas,
church
steeples,
chimneys, silos and windmills. Article 6 failed.
ARTICLE 7. 558 YES, 296 NO. Adoption of Amendment #4 for
the Town Zoning Ordinance, which provides for the election
of the Enfield Zoning Board of Adjustment.
Article 7
passed.
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ARTICLE 8. 362 ballots cast, 275 YES, 87 NO (242 required
for two thirds passage) Article 8 passed - To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sura of two
hundred and eighty-eight thousand dollars ($288,000) for the
construction and furnishings of a new Police Facilities
Building.
ARTICLE 9. Article 9 was tsbled with a voice vote - To see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sura of
one hundred and seventy-five thousand dollars ($175,000) for
the purchase of an existing structure to be used for a
police/raunicipal building.

ARTICLE 10. Ill YES, 179 NO. Article 10 failed - To see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sura of
ninety thousand dollars ($90,000) for the purchase of a
10-wheeler truck with plow equipment.

ARTICLE 11. Article 11 passed as printed with a voice vote
- To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes, as provided under RSA
Chapter 33.
ARTICLE 12. Article 12 passed as printed with a voice vote
- To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sura
of $118,000 for the following purposes: Municipal
Buildings, Whitney Hall, Ceraetery Land Acquisition, Water
Department; and to authorize the withdrawal of these suras
from their respective Capital Reserve Funds.
ARTICLE 13. Article 13 passed as printed with a voice vote
- To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Police
Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund created in 1965.
ARTICLE 14. Article 14 passed as printed with a voice vote
- To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Tax
Mapping Capital Reserve Fund created in 1975.

ARTICLE 15. Article 15 passed as printed with a voice vote
- To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Sewerage
Study Capital Reserve Fund created in 1972.
ARTICLE 16. Article 16 passed as printed with a voice vote
- To see if the Town will discontinue the New Highway Trucks
Capital Reserve Fund created in 1978.
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ARTICLE 17. Article 17 was tabled with a voice vote
see if the Town will vote for the demolition and
grading of the property known as the Poulios House.

- To
rough

ARTICLE 18. 253 YES, 40 NO. Article 18 passed as printed
with a hand vote - To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $9,200 for the purchase of 1200 feet
of 5 inch hose and adapters for the Fire Department.
ARTICLE 19.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,285,440 which represents the
bottom line of the posted budget (MS- 7) as recommended by
the Budget Committee, exclusive of Special Warrant Articles
8, 9, 10, 12, 17, and 18.

Article 19 passed as amended with a voice vote - To see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,288,440, which represents the bottom line of the amended
budget
ARTICLE 20. Article 20 passed as written with a voice vote
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the semi-annual
collection of taxes method according to RSA 76:15a, and
provided by RSA 76:15b. Vote of Town Meeting is advisory
only.

ARTICLE 21. Pursuant to a petition of twenty-five (25) or
more legal voters: To see if the Town wishes to support the
proposed Class VI Highway Policy under consideration by the
Board of Selectmen. Vote of Town Meeting is advisory only.

Article 21 passes as amended with a voice vote - To see if
the Town will vote to advise the Selectmen that it is the
wish of the Voters of the Town of Enfield that there be no
change in the status of Class VI Highways without the advice
and consent of the Voters at Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 22. Article 22 passed as printed with a voice vote
to deed to Richard Gordon Dow and Barbara Jean Dow, a
certain tract of land with the spring thereon situate in
Enfield... on the easterly side of Baltic Street, conveyed to
the Town of Enfield by deed.
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Article 23 passes as written with a voice vote
To see if the Town will vote to accept and maintain as a
public highway "Evenchance Road" as shown on "Subdivision of
Evenchance, " dated August 1986 and recorded in the Grafton
County Registry of Deeds as Plan Number 4106, T&M Surveys,
Inc., Project No. 206286, Lebanon, New Hanpshire.
AFTTCT.F. 23.

-

To see if the Town will vote to accept and
ARTICLE 24.
public
highway "Anderson Hill Road" as shown
a
as
maintain
Enfield,
on "Subdivision of Anderson Hill Properties,
N.H.,"; dated J^ril 1986, was revised October 14, 1987 and
recorded in Grafton County Registry of Deeds as Plan Number
T&M Surveys, Inc., Project No. 199086, Lebanon, New
4743,
"Annexation Plan Prepared for Anderson Hill
Hanpshire;
Properties" by T&M Associates, Inc., as Project No. 253387A,
which plan is dated March, 1989, was revised May 12, 1989,
and is recorded in said Registry as Plan Number 5775; and
"Subdivision Plan for Anderson Hill Properties, Enfield,
N.H." by T&M Associates, Inc., as Project No. 253387, which
plan is dated April, 1988, last revised November 27, 1989,
and is recorded in said Registry as Plan Number 5949.

Article 24 passes as amended with a voice vote - "That the
Town not accept said road until all other requirements as
set forth by the Planning Board on the development are
required
corrpleted,
such as the installation of the
fiberglass water storage tank to be used to fight fires and
a dry hydrant
.

72 YES 49 NO.
Article 25 passed as printed
ARTICLE 25.
with a hand vote - To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to accept the dedication of any
street shown on a subdivision plat approved by the Planning
Board, provided that such street has been constructed to
applicable Town specifications as determined by the Board of
Selectmen or their agent.

ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to administer, sell or otherwise dispose of any
real estate acquired by tax title or otherwise, by public
auction, by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise
disposed of as justice may require, pursuant to RSA 80:80
and providing that if such property is to be sold at public
auction, then the same shall be advertised sixty (60) days
in advance of sale and again forty-five (45) days in advance
of sale with notice thereof posted in three public places.
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Article 26 passes as amended with a voice vote - "add to the
last
sentence.
and two local newspapers
of
wide
circulation for two consecutive weeks
.

.

.

ARTICLE 27. Article 27 passed as printed with a voice vote
- To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to establish or amend fees as provided in RSA
41; 9a,
for the following purposes: issuance of any license
or permt which is part of a regulatory program which has
been established by vote of the Town; the use or occupancy
of any public revenue-producing facility, as defined in RSA
33-B:l, VI, the establishment of which has been authorized
by vote of the Town. Such fees or charges shall not exceed,
in the case of licenses or permits, an amount reasonably
calculated to cover the Town's regulatory, administrative
and enforcement costs.
ARTICLE 28. Article 28 passed as printed with a voice vote
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and e5^)end, without further
action by Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or
other governmental entity or a private source which becomes
available during the year, in accordance with RSA 31:95-b.

ARTICLE 29. Article 29 passed as printed with a voice vote
- To hear the reports of agents, auditors,
committees, or
any other officers heretofore chosen and pass any vote
relating thereto.
The above is not a conplete copy of the minutes of the March
12, 1991 Town Meeting, but a record of the actual vote.
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IDEATITHS
For the year ended December 31, 1991
Date

TC3!WlSr

OF

j^:E*i?Xjic:LAn?ioisr

HUSTFIEUD
for. j^x^iE^oxismyiEisF]?

Gocd Government Starts With You
If you are interests in serving on a Town committee, please
fill out this form and mail to the Board of Selectmen,
Whitney Hall, PO Box 373, Enfield, NH 03748. The filling out
of this; form in no way assures appointment. All committee
vacancies will be filled by citizens deemed most qualified
to serve in a particular capacity.

Name

Home Telephone

Mdress
Amount of Time Available
Interest in what Town Committees

Present Business Affiliation and Work
Business Esqjerience

Education or Special Training
Town Offices Held

Date i^jpointed

Term Expired

Remarks

101

Notes

a

